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PRESS RELEASE
The Power of GROUPE
To better pursue our mission and outline the services we
provide our valued customers, Techno-Contact will begin its
15th year by incorporating “Groupe” into its corporate identity.
Over the years, our commitment has led us to create
specialized divisions that are real strengths for power projects
and customer development.
The new name merges our fields of expertise and supports
our guiding principle: become the “SOLUTIONIST” for the
industrial sector.
By adopting a unique, consultative sales approach, all our
divisions share a common goal of assisting their customers

and making their workload easier during all project all phases,
such as:
• Determining needs, preparing budgets, and analyzing
equipment costs;
• Provide assistance in choosing equipment and technology
(designing and adapting tailor-made products as needed);
• Commissioning and maintenance;
• Offering modernization solutions.
Groupe Techno-Contact shows the staff’s ambition to provide
its customers with the most comprehensive and appropriate
solution every day.

Our expertise makes Groupe Techno-Contact an ideal partner
Manufacturer’s experience…
from the distributor
• Medium- and low-voltage
distribution
• Automation
• Energy management
• Motor control
• Design and manufacture of
custom equipment

Solutions for IT infrastructures

Specialists in power electronics

Solutions + design:
• UPS and supply
• Precision air cooling
• Supervision (DCIM)
• Preventive maintenance services
• Optimization

LES SERVICES

• Commissioning
• Equipment upgrades
• DC to AC conversions
• Repairs
• Maintenance

Techno-Contact was founded in Pierrefonds in 2003. Its goal was to satisfy a growing industrial need
to find suppliers who could actually help their business with its electrical projects and challenges.
Groupe Techno-Contact has grown from 3 to 35 employees, and is recognized as a real one-stop shop for
products and solutions tailored to Industry, Buildings, and Data Centers.
Groupe Techno-Contact offers a parts counter with the largest inventory of INDUSTRIAL electrical
products in Quebec, in a distribution centre covering more than 13,000 square feet.

Head Office: 9251, boul. Thimens, Pierrefonds (Québec) Canada H8Y 0A1
Branch: 7750, boul. Cousineau, bureau 303, St-Hubert (Québec) Canada J3Z 0H8
T : 514 745-3331

LES SERVICES

T : 514 706-0030

LES SERVICES

E : 514 722-3040 (24hrs)

Industry and Buildings • Data Centers • Energy Efficiency • Navy

